Vampires
By Stephen Whittaker
~ Daily Bull ~

I was hoping to catch a few
of you with a title involving
vampires. I know that seems
to be the craze today with
the terrible Twilight series
being out and all. Despite
this, today’s movie does
in fact involve vampires,
though not very exciting
ones. These vampires are
not quite as intense. The
title would make you think
otherwise, “The Blood of
Dracula’s Castle.” What a riveting title almost guaranteed
to make think, well this can’t
be too bad? Wrong…
We start off with a young
couple in an amusement
park. A man and his girlfriend; let’s just say she isn’t
camera shy. Him and her peruse the park, she in a scantily clad 60s outfit, he taking
pictures of her at every opportunity. The man comes
to find out he had inherited
a castle in California from his
late uncle who had been
...see Bloodsuckers? on back
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Nathan Wonders: Websites
Brought to you by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller

By John PaStore ~ Daily Bull

Sickness seems to have stifled senses
of those seen sitting here today; some
may say it shortened the meeting by a
significant score of seconds. Still, secrets from the Student Associations of
Michigan symposium were slightly spoken of, with the subsequent session
set in April at Eastern Michigan
University. Signup for the
Rally for Higher Education
still seems sub-critical, so
see your USG speaker
sooner then March 25 to
speak at our state senate
to supply some funds to
our school systems.

stand for should be surmised. As an
aside, a single freshman representative
slot can be secured through similar
semantics; submit yourself soon, starter
students, to cmhanson@mtu.edu .

Ever since Al Gore invented the internet back in 1992, people have been
logging on to view funny cat pictures and pr0ns like no other. A long time
ago, the Daily Bull used to have a website too, adorned with cute little
cherubs and Renaissance banners proclaiming how cool we were. That
site has since exploded and all the cherubs along with it. Pow!

Struck from the constitution
of the USG were sections 5.03 to 5.08 and
5.11. The subsections
were statutes for Special Budgetary Groups
( W M T U , LO D E , e t c )
which were supplanted
by Student Activities
schemes for setup
and sharing of such
stocks of the Student
Activities Fee. Said
the judicial chair Marc
Starnes, “There’s no
reason for them to have
to follow two sets of rules.”

A bunch of years went by and many people thought of making a new
site, but none succeeded. We editors delegated the job numerous times,
only to see our appointees wither in the face of the demon cherub souls
haunting the web. Determined to get our site back, I risked life and limb to
bring you online content.

The Service Committee
spoke to summon itself
such that it was a bylaw
based subcommittee
of the USG; responsibilities subsume the
Winter Carnival chili van, similar
situations, and surveying the Student Still, insufficient spiels shattered the
Org Storage Space by the SDC a single silences on the suggestion 15.X, stipushift a month.
lating the stipends for the USG; some
spoke of the S.A.M. conference and
Executive Board suggestions for can- spoke of the salaries shared at similar
didates ceased, so scrapping for schools, but to a standard unsatisfacselections by the students soon starts; tory. Suitably, the suggestion will be set
solicitation of votes based on what they

...see Some silly student stuff on back

Why do jokes always start with things
walking into a bar? What about the
stumbling out later?

After a long struggle against the
Putto menace, I finally managed
to rebuild what was lost: thebull.students.mtu.edu is
now online! Can you believe it?
The Bull has a website, we’re five
days a week, we’ve got tons of
Fido says, “I told you to go look at the
great writers, new equipment,
Bull’s cool new site. You suck!”
and have continued to deliver
you entertainment the entire way through the recession. If that’s not a
recovery, then I don’t know what is. Go check out the site while there’s
still bandwidth available!
Can’t wait for spring break?
Studio will keep you warm!

PIZZA
better than sex...
even good sex!

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

Olympics -- A lifetime of training
for just ten seconds.
~ Jesse Owens

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like low-flying aircraft!

10%
STUDENT DISCOUNT!
But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we
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... Some silly student stuff from front

for scrutiny soon at the succeeding
meeting on the 24th. Shout your
slants and suspicions to your USG
speakers, so their sentencing on their
settlements with themselves will be
savvy. [Remember, they are voting
on a stipend to pay to themselves!]
Provost searching ceased and the
selection was Max Steele, the preceding stopgap Provost. Super job,
Steele. Separately, the Civil Rights
subcommittee will be setup in the
USG office at 3PM Friday, to speak
with Bill Kennedy suspected to show
up. A speaker for Earth Week has
been set up, Majora Carter. And
liaisons to student societies is still
occurring; sign up by speaking to the
student issues rep, usgissues-l@mtu.
edu . A smoking survey will be sent
soon, but from Student Commission.
Speaking for myself, since smokers
wish to smoke in a space sealed from
sleet or snow, the obvious solution
would be public gazebos. Set aside
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... Bloodsuckers from front

from the server room sky-intakes, own separate conference trips. From the Opportunities
smoke specks would be safely Fund, Rhythm Student Movement got .639K$ for a drum
spread, sacrificing only the smoker’s set. Sayonara, suckers.
respiratory structures.
To sign-off, the Ways and Means
settlements supervene our symphony
of S’ess. From the Student Activities
Fee, Full Throttle Motorcycle Club received 3K$ for their Spring Fling stunt
event; Womens Hockey received
3.5K$ for ice time, Snowmobile club
received 1.4K$ for garage space and
heating; SAE .98K$ for Materials and
construction costs, SBIE .5K$ for
Hotel Reservations; and Aquanauts
received .75K$, SMME .9K$, and
Habitat for Humanity 1.9K$ for their

Would like to extend a huge THANKS to
their STAFF for the continued efforts and
hard work! Each employee is an asset to thecompany and is greatly appreciated!

THANK YOU!

Olympics Schmolympics
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

So the Winter Olympics just started and do
you want know what I have to say? F$%&
THAT! 17 days of hell? No thanks. But
you, the unlikely person reading this article,
is probably saying: “But Alec, how can this
be?” Well I would have to reply by saying…
1. “No, I did not watch the games.” It
doesn’t matter how many times I am asked
the question “hey did you see the games
last night?” Whenever I answer with a simple
“no,” I always get this look of bewilderment
as if the person that asked me saw me strangle a puppy in my hands. It’s as though I
have to provide some sort of explanation as
to why I missed the games like: “No. I missed
the games because I got hospitalized with
appendicitis and not only did my Tivo fail but
so did my VCR. I was going to watch them
at the hospital but my appendix ruptured so
I had to go into surgery.”
2. “Why would I want to watch curling?”
Sure curling, luge, and biathlon are all cool

events, along with most every Winter Olympics sport. But, does that mean I have the time
and/or patience to watch any of them? It’s not
that I don’t want the athletes to perform well,
it’s just I don’t particularly care.
3. “It’s not unpatriotic to not care.” Think
about it, not caring is what America does best.
Besides, even if it is “unpatriotic” I don’t care.
Breaking the law is too, and pretty much everyone has done that.
4. “I don’t care if everyone else is watching.” So everyone’s watching? Cool. Majority
doesn’t particularly impress me. I don’t get
any particular rush knowing “basically everyone” is watching. Just like I don’t get any particular kind of rush in World Cultures when I
think “Oh gee golly! It’s so awesome that I get
to learn about iron smelting along with all these
other people.” In fact the more thought I put
into it, the more asinine it sounds.
All I have to say is no thanks.

renting it out to an old couple. They had been living
there for the past seventy years, and now the young
couple wants to move there.
Now, this old couple just happens to be a pair of
Vampires, Count Dracula himself. He must have decided it was too cold in Transylvania. They sustain
themselves by having their large Igor-looking henchman kidnap young mini skirt, go-go boot wearing
girls to keep in the cellar as a food source. They casually tell the girls that they are going to be kept for
the rest of their lives. To top it all off, the vampires are
only able to drink their victims’ blood out of wine
glasses.
There is a third character in this storyline worth
mentioning: John, the murdering psychopath that
is friends with the count and his wife. He escapes
from prison and outruns the cops in a twenty-minute
scene of him running down a river. Now the whole
idea of a chase is fine by me, but the fact of the matter is that the scene was so incredibly repetitive that
it would be more entertaining to watch paint dry.
Returning to the couple, we find them driving out
to the castle to meet the butler who claims that the
master is busy and cannot be disturbed until after
sunset. Oh my, vampires that follow the rules! That is
something you don’t see these days.
Then comes the long drawn out part where they
argue about how they want the castle, yet the count
doesn’t want to leave. Some crap happens. The guy
and the girl find the prisoners being kept in the cellar
and that is when crap hits the fan. Then we cut to a
dramatic struggle that involves a psycho, guns, Igor,
Vampires, the sunlight, a mace, falling down stairs, a
stapler, some coffee, a stripper, and some nachos. I
may or may not have made the last five up. The good
guys win and the bad guys are disintegrated by the
sun and/or shot, maimed, set on fire then pushed of
a cliff. I didn’t make that part up.
All in all it was pretty terrible movie, but at least I
could stay awake. It gets a 2 out of 5 and for the
love of god I need to watch some movies that don’t
suck. Haha just kidding.

